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ABOUT US

Dickson was incorporated in the United States in 1923. By 
incorporating the best and newest innovations, Dickson enables 
our customers to manage compliance, asset protection, data 
analysis, and product quality with confidence. Today, Dickson 
provides validated solutions and services for over 80% of 
Fortune 100 companies in highly-regulated industries including 
healthcare, medical device, pharmaceutical, food, aerospace 
and more. With the trust of over 80,000 customers worldwide, 
Dickson helps to protect billions of dollars’ worth of assets and 
remains an industry innovator and leader. 

In our last two issues, our CEO, Rick, and our Director of Product 
Management, Matt, discussed our customer’s need for a compliance 
partner and the software and hardware we are developing to meet 
their needs.  So what does being compliant really mean in industry? 

From a straightforward approach, it means one is following the laws 
and making a product that follows defined regulatory pathways. 
Holistically, it really means someone cares about each and every piece 
that goes into your product. From the quality of ingredients, parts, 
processes, and people that take part in making the product, someone 
cares how each of those pieces impacts the overall quality of the end 
result. So being compliant is not just about following regulations and 
rules, it’s more about caring how your product may impact another 
person’s life. 

Dickson takes this approach seriously, following best in class guidance 
from FDA, ISPE, PDA, WHO, and USP to deliver our message that every 
point matters. From a simple standpoint, we deliver environmental 
monitoring devices. From a comprehensive perspective, we 
understand what these devices are monitoring and that they are an 
integral part of the quality decision making process. We understand 
and appreciate the importance of each data point and take the 
integrity of that data seriously to deliver products and services that 
help our customers create their best compliant products.

-Antoine Nguyen, Director of Services
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BY DICKSON

In most regulated industries, monitoring systems are not the only thing necessary 
for compliance. Turn to our team of experts for your compliance needs.

MAPPING VALIDATION INSTALLATIONCALIBRATION

DICKSON

SERVICES
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WE’RE 
EXPERTS IN 
MORE THAN 
MONITORING

MEET OUR 
DIRECTOR OF 
SERVICES

Before coming to 
Dickson, Antoine spent 
more than 18 years in 
validation with companies that answer 
to FDA audit. With Antoine and his team 
at the helm, you can feel confi dent that 
your job is well cared for.

Dickson’s devices have been monitoring 
temperature for almost a century. Now 
you can leverage that experience and our 
knowledgeable team of experts to help 
manage your compliance process from 
start to fi nish.

Our experts are here for you. 

630.543.3747

support@dicksondata.com

Antoine Nguyen
Director of Services

MAPPING

VALIDATION

Mapping the diff erences and changes in 
temperature within a three-dimensional 
space can be a daunting task, but the 
data is invaluable. Let us help keep your 
business fully compliant by documenting 
temperature distribution and provide 
you with the rationale for permanent 
monitoring placement to protect your 
temperature-sensitive products.

Our team of compliance experts will help 
you meet your validation needs from start 
to fi nish. We’ll test every aspect, ensure 
no detail is overlooked, and document the 
proper working order of your equipment or 
software system. With their expertise, you’ll 
have documentation in hand that stands 
up to audits.
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CHAMBER
MAPPING

Are your chambers’ conditions 
equal on the top and bottom 
shelves? Understanding the 

exact environmental conditions 
of any chamber is critical to 

ensure repetition and accuracy. 

WAREHOUSE
MAPPING

Temperature and humidity 
can impact materials in your 
warehouse. Locating the hot 

and cold spots now can mean 
less spoiled product and 
fewer failed audits later.

COLD STORAGE 
MAPPING

Every refrigerator and freezer 
has its own nuances. Is the 

temperature distribution even? 
A successful mapping will 

ensure your storage systems 
adhere to safety standards.

Let us verify your equipment 
has been properly installed and 
that it is ready to work per your 

specifi cations. Once that’s in 
place we will work to establish a 

baseline for the equipment.

We will confi rm your equipment 
operates appropriately within its 
defi ned operating parameters.  

You will also receive verifi cation 
that your system meets its design 

specifi cations.

Dickson takes the time to 
authenticate your equipment is 
performing correctly and within 
specifi cation. You can count on 

Dickson to verify that it is meeting 
your intended use. 
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Let us give you your time back by installing your loggers wherever, whenever. Once everything
is up and running, we will test the devices to ensure they are working as intended.

SELF
Install DicksonOne
units on your own.

By following along with our
installation guide, it should take

just a few minutes to set up each 
device in your system.

TURNKEY
Sit back and we’ll take

care of everything.

We install the devices and set up 
the software on your behalf, and 
you have the peace of mind in 

knowing it has all been done right.

HYBRID
Let us help you with

some of the heavy lifting.

Your team installs the units and 
we help manage the software’s 

implementation, including alarms, 
locations, permissions, and more.

Whether you’re a seasoned professional or working with your fi rst environmental monitoring
system, Our team is ready to assist you every step of the way. 

INSTALLATION

CALIBRATION

Using Dickson’s ISO 17025 A2LA accredited calibration laboratory is the best way to ensure that your 
Dickson instrument is calibrated properly. With over 90 years of experience, we have SOP’s in place to 

ensure that each unit is calibrated to a precise and accurate specifi cation.

• One specific temperature and/or 
humidity point (middle) calibration

• Good if your temperature or humidity 
varies little

• Specify the temperature and/or 
humidity point to best reflect your 
application

1-POINT NIST
• Three-point (high, middle, and low)

temperature and/or humidity 
calibration

• Provides a larger proof of accuracy

• Specify the temperature and/or 
humidity points to best reflect your 
application

3-POINT NIST

OR
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CUSTOMER Q&A

W
hen purchasing 
a new sensor or 
sending in your 
device to recalibrate, 
the main concern is 
usually to get your 
monitoring back into 

its specifications. Unless it is required by 
auditors or regulations, As-Found data is not 
always a key concern when recalibrating. 
When it is time for your devices to be 
recalibrated, As-Found data should be 
something that you consider.

The main goal of calibration is to make sure 
you keep your device as accurate as possible 
and within the standards your internal SOP’s 
or regulations require. How often you go 
through this process is normally dictated 
by these same compliance measures. As-
Found data allows the end user to know 
their device specifications when received 
by the calibration lab before beginning the 
recalibration process. 

Every environment affects a device 
differently. By receiving As-Found data, 
your company can begin to better refine 
your calibration schedule. Your internal 
SOP’s may require calibration every 
12-months, but if your As-Found data 
determines that your devices were received 
out of spec, you may choose to send the 
devices back after 11-months the next time. 
From there, you may continue rolling back 
until you have found the proper schedule 
that ensures your devices are never out of 
spec when in use. This of course can go the 
opposite direction as well; a device may be 
on a 12-month calibration schedule but after 
receiving As-Found for a few calibrations, 
you may find that 18-months is a better fit. 
As-Found data serves as an extra data point 
that you can provide for internal or external 
audits of your processes. 

There are many factors that can affect 
whether your company is staying compliant 
or not. As-Found data is a preventative step 
that can be taken to make sure that your 
monitoring system is within spec and not a 
point of issue during your next audit. D

WHAT 
ARE THE 
BENEFITS 
OF AS-
FOUND 
DATA IF 
IT IS NOT 
REQUIRED 
BY MY 
AUDITORS?  
BY GEORGE SORENSEN
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DicksonOne isn’t just
a monitoring system.

It’s a spend-more-time-with-patients, 
avoid-audit-fi ndings, and cover-your-
assets system.
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Read on for more information on
DicksonOne’s 21 CFR Part 11 compliance, the 

system’s intuitive interface, alarming, and more.

DicksonOne is a cloud-based 
environmental monitoring system 
featuring an easy-to-use interface 

for monitoring your critical variables, 
allowing you to remain compliant 

without taking up too much of 
your time. Plus with multiple alarm 

notifi cation methods, you can ensure 
the right people are up-to-date on 

any excursion with time to act before 
something spoils.

DICKSONONE
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SIMPLE
DicksonOne touchscreens and data loggers collect temperature, 
humidity, and diff erential pressure data and automatically deliver it 
to the DicksonOne cloud application. No more downloading data or 
changing charts—DicksonOne does all the work for you.

  Easily navigate the system with DicksonOne’s intuitive interface

  Use the dashboard page to view all loggers by location at-a-glance

  View trend graph and data summary with just one click

  Set up recurring reports, delivered how and when you want them

  Access your data 24/7 from any internet-connected device

SCALABLE
DicksonOne is for monitoring systems of any size. Whether 
you’re monitoring a single fridge or chambers around the world, 
all of your data ends up in a single, online platform. 

  No limit on adding unique user names and passwords 

  Apply alarm conditions and notifi cations to multiple devices and    
     channels at once with alarm templates

  Conveniently create, edit, and manage alarm notifi cations and          
     recipients for all locations in one place with escalation policies

COMPLIANT
In highly compliant environments that are heavily regulated, there 
are a lot of boxes you need to check to ensure you’re ready for an 
audit. Here are a few of the boxes our system checks:

  21 CFR Part 11 compliance

  Secure transmission of data and unlimited data storage

  NIST and A2LA (ISO 17025) accredited Calibration Lab

  VFC-approved system for monitoring vaccine refrigerators
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We’ll notify you when
there’s reason to worry.

Knowing all of your company’s nuances through cloud-based 
monitoring and data collection can give you the confi dence 
you need for total compliance. With DicksonOne’s custom 
reporting feature, you’ll get just that.

Choose when you’d
like to be notifi ed:

Set up alarms for high/low 
variable readings and receive 
notifi cations when devices 
aren’t reporting or a probe has 
been disconnected.

Choose how you’d
like to be notifi ed:

Be notifi ed via text, phone, email, 
or audible alarm whenever an 
alarm condition is met.

1

2
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Select the sensor that’s right for your application:

Single or Dual 
K-Thermocouple 

Temperature Sensor

Platinum RTD 
Temperature Sensor

Single or Dual 
Temperature Thermistor 

Sensor with buff er 
solution

Ambient Temperature or 
Temperature & Humidity 

Sensor

Diff erential Pressure 
Sensor

With Dickson’s patent pending Replaceable
Sensors, you can recalibrate any DicksonOne 
device on the fl y without having to send in
your device. Just order a newly calibrated
sensor, receive it in the mail, and plug it
into the unit in a motion that’s as simple as 
swapping batteries in your television remote.

Replaceable Sensors™

EASY!

A capacitive 8” touchscreen off ers our best user 
experience ever, and now features customizable 
views, alarms, and more. Plus, with DicksonOne 
compatibility, you get your data at your fi ngertips, 
and wherever else you might need it.

The Touchscreen

  Intuitive user-interface makes it easy to view      
     and manage your data

  Automatically calculates and updates summary  
     data for the selected time range

  Includes passcode protection for unit security

DIcksonOne TWP Touchscreen with POE
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.75 x 7”  |  Display Dimensions: 8” Diagonal

Display Type: LCD Touchscreen

Just unplug the current sensor and 
plug in the newly calibrated sensor.

Recalibrate in less
than a minute!
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Yearly DicksonOne Subscription Plans

DICKSONONE ENABLED

WIFI/ETHERNET

REPLACEABLE 
SENSOR PORTS

RELAYS

PROXIES

VIEW HISTORICAL DATA AT 
THE POINT OF MONITORING

TWE TWP

BACKUP STORAGE

BACKUP BATTERY

1

w/ Adapter w/ Adapter

Segmented Display 8” LCD  Touchscreen

Optional

8” LCD Touchscreen

Optional

1 Week 70 Hours 70 Hours

400,000 Points 1,000,000 Points 1,000,000 Points

2 2

POWER OVER ETHERNET

SCREEN SPECS

DWE

Designed with 
your needs in 
mind.

(Per device, per month.
Credit card required)

PER DEVICEINTERESTED IN A 
MONTHLY PLAN?

Enjoy the fl exibility of a monthly plan 
with prorated devices and the ability 
to add devices when you’re ready.
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FEATURE

Five Ways Food Companies Are Using 
IoT Technology 
BY RACHEL KELLETT

THE INTERNET OF 

FOOD? 
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I
n an increasingly globalized world, food 
industry safety concerns are becoming more 
complex. The Internet of Things (IoT) is 
stepping up and playing a big role in food safety 
management by revolutionizing monitoring, 
tracking, and traceability. The demands and 
expectations of consumers and regulatory 

bodies are pushing technology to ensure the highest 
standards of food safety management.

The best way to prevent food contamination is by 
detecting potential trouble before it happens. An 
IoT system allows for monitoring procedures to 
be in place so that when trouble arises, it is quickly 
resolved. Technology not only allows for constant 
monitoring but also provides tremendous cost 
savings. Here is a list of five ways food companies 
are utilizing IOT technology:

1. Food Safety Efficiency
The Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) contains 
seven rules to help ensure food safety throughout 
the many stages of the supply chain. There are 
rules in effect for both human and animal food, and 
specific regulations for each point in the chain to 
prevent contamination. Investing in IoT solutions 
makes it easier to closely monitor food safety data 
points, helps reduce the risk of a foodborne illness 
outbreak, and keeps your company in compliance 
with FSMA. For example, the use of an environmental 
monitoring system gives you the ability to monitor a 
product’s temperature from point A to point B.

2. Less Waste
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations, one-third of food production 
is lost or wasted globally each year. While some 
of this is on the consuming end, most of the food 
waste is due to improper temperatures during 
transportation and distribution. This contributes to 
the startling 1.3 billion tons of waste per year. With 
a centralized cloud-based tracking system for food 
safety, companies have the ability to drastically cut 
down this waste.

3. Improved Sanitation 
Monitoring
IoT is making better sanitation a reality. Internet-
enabled temperature and/or humidity sensors can 

provide critical insight into equipment maintenance 
and food safety, including real-time system alerts 
and notifications. This focus makes it easy to monitor 
and manage any issues before they become big 
problems. An IoT system can also track equipment 
sanitation, maintenance, and repair records, alert 
specified personnel when issues arise, and create 
records for audits and government regulators.

4. Coherent Records
To stay in compliance with FSMA, food companies 
are mandated to keep at least two years of food 
safety records on file. Shippers and carriers also are 
required to have 12 months of transportation and 
training records. While paper-based records are still 
an industry standard, companies have a lot to gain 
by moving towards a digital cloud-based system 
that automatically uploads data points. Plus, most 
systems let users view and analyze data in various 
forms. For example, users can export reports to 
construct calculations, compare graphs, or keep 
local backups of data. Automated reporting can cut 
down on both labor time and human error.

5. Interconnected Data 
Analysis
Industries are moving away from the need for 
employees to be physically present in order to 
monitor every piece of equipment through which 
food passes. By using internet-enabled devices, 
maintenance engineers possess sharper insight into 
equipment performance, inventory, and people. IoT 
systems also allow for multi-site and multi-location 
monitoring that can gather information on all levels 
across an organization. The data and information 
collected on a daily basis allow repairs to be 
performed quickly and decreases downtime. 

IoT has the potential to change the way we think of 
and implement food safety. With these monitoring 
systems, one-day cross-contamination and food 
recalls could be a thing of the past. IoT technology 
has opened the door to endless data analysis by 
companies. Consumer trends, logistic data and 
anything else measured automatically can all be 
combined together to make more calculated and 
grounded business decisions. D
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Meet the fastest way to calibrate.
Gone are the days of downtime. Now, with Dickson’s patent pending 
Replaceable Sensors, you can continuously monitor without interruption 
when it’s time to recalibrate. No need to power down or unplug your 
device—simply unplug the existing sensor and plug in the new sensor for 
instant calibration. For specifi cations, turn to page 21.

Calibrate in less 
than a minute!

TM
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BY DICKSON

Since 1923, we’ve strived to incorporate the best and newest technologies into 
our products to bring you monitoring solutions of the highest caliber. We maintain 

the world’s widest selection of top quality instruments customized to fi t your 
monitoring needs. From chart recorders to the new DicksonOne, we are constantly 

creating, which has made us an industry leader in environmental monitoring.

DICKSONONE
DEVICES

DATA
LOGGERS

REPLACEABLE
SENSORS™

CHART 
RECORDERS

DICKSON

PRODUCTS
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TWE, TWP

DICKSONONE

A capacitive 8” touchscreen off ers our best user experience ever 
and now features customizable views, alarms, and more. Plus, 
with the option for DicksonOne compatibility, you get your data 
at your fi ngertips and wherever else you might need it.

The DicksonOne data logger collects temperature, humidity, 
and diff erential pressure data and automatically delivers it to 
the DicksonOne cloud application. From there, you can access 
your secure data from any internet-connected device, anywhere 
in the world. No more downloading data or changing charts—
DicksonOne does all the work for you.

DICKSONONE TOUCHSCREEN

DICKSONONE DATA LOGGER

DWE

Ambient Operating Temperature Conditions: 32°F to 158°F (-0°C to 70°C)
Data Capacity: Approx 400,000 sample points (backup)
Dimensions: 1.7 x 4.25 x 4.25”
Display Type: Digital
Sensor Type: Replaceable Sensor(s) (sold separately)
Download Type: WiFi/Ethernet
Alarm Type(s): Text, Email, Phone Call, Audio/Visual

DWE WiFi/Ethernet Connection $350
STARTING AT

For more information on DicksonOne, fl ip to page _____

Ambient Operating Temperature Conditions: 32°F to 140°F (-0°C to 60°C)
Battery Backup: 70 Hours
Data Capacity: Approx 1,000,000 sample points (backup)
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.75 x 7” 
Display Dimensions: 8” Diagonal
Display Type: LCD Touchscreen
Sensor Type: Replaceable Sensor(s) (sold separately)
Download Type: WiFi/Ethernet
Alarm Type(s): Text, Email, Phone Call, Audio/Visual

TWE WiFi/Ethernet Connection $524

TWP Power Over Ethernet $599

DicksonOne
21 CFR Part 11 Compliant. Scalable. Simple.
DicksonOne is a cloud-based environmental monitoring system featuring an easy-to-use 
interface for monitoring your critical variables, allowing you to remain compliant without taking 
up too much of your time. Plus, with multiple alarm notifi cation methods, you can ensure the 
right people are up-to-date on any excursion with time to act before something spoils. For more 
information, turn to page 8 or visit DicksonData.com/DicksonOne.

STARTING AT

STARTING AT
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TSB

DATA LOGGERS

TOUCHSCREEN Compatible with DicksonWare 2.0

SP425 TP425

DSB

Ambient Operating Temperature Conditions: 14°F to 140°F (-10°C to 60°C)
Battery Backup: 70 Hours
Data Capacity: Approx 1,000,000 sample points (backup)
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.75 x 7”
Display Dimensions: 8” Diagonal
Display Type: LCD Touchscreen
Sensor Type: Replaceable Sensor(s) (sold separately)
Alarm Type(s): Audio/Visual

TSB Touchscreen - USB $424
STARTING AT

DISPLAY Compatible with DicksonWare 2.0

Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±1.2°F from -4°F to 158°F (±0.7°C from -20°C to 70°C)

SP425 Display Temperature Data Logger $172

Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±0.8°F from 20°F to 120°F (±0.44°C from -6°C to 48°C)
Humidity: ±2% RH from 0 to 60%; ±3% RH from 60 to 95%

TP425 Display Temperature & Humidity Logger $269

Ambient Operating Temperature Conditions: 32°F to 158°F (-0°C to 70°C)
Battery Type: 2 AA Batteries (AC Power Adapter sold separately)
Battery Life: Approx 2 years
Data Capacity: Approx 400,000 readings
Sensor Type: Replaceable Sensor(s) (sold separately)
Alarm Type(s): Audio/Visual

DSB Display Temperature & Humidity Logger $309
STARTING AT

Range: -10°F to 176°F (-23°C to 80°C)
Accuracy: ±0.8°F from 20°F to 120°F (±0.44°C from -7°C to 49°C)
Humidity: ±2% RH from 0 to 60%; ±3% RH from 60 to 95%

Coin-Sized Temperature Logger Pack of 12
Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -4°F to 158°F (±1°C from -20°C to 70°C)

Coin-Sized Temperature & Humidity Logger Pack of 12
Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -4°F to 158°F (±1°C from -20°C to 70°C)
Humidity: ±2% RH from 0 to 60%; ±3% RH from 60 to 95%

Range: -10°F to 176°F (-23°C to 80°C)
Accuracy: ±-1.2°F from -10°F to 176°F (±-0.7°C from -23°C to 80°C)

SP125 Temperature Data Logger $129

TP125 Temperature & Humidity Logger $215

SK550 Compact Temperature Data Logger $699

TK550 Compact Temperature & Humidity Logger $999

COMPACT Compatible with DicksonWare 2.0

TK550

SP125
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DICKSONWARE
Why go digital? That’s easy.
DicksonWare allows you to store and share data easily with others in your organization by
displaying downloaded data. For more information, visit DicksonData.com/Dicksonware.

DATA LOGGERS

HACCP and FDA Compliant, USB Download, IP68 Rating
Temperature Range: -40°F to 257°F, -40°C to 125°C
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -40°F to 257°F (±1°C from -40°C to 125°C)

HT300 Waterproof, High Temperature Data Logger $349

HACCP Approved, K-Thermocouple Probe, USB Download
Temperature Range: -40°F to 257°F (-40 to 125°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -22°F to 122°F (±1C from -30°C to 50°C)

$349HT350 High Temperature Process Logger

2-Probe Vaccine Alarm Thermometer, Battery Powered
Temperature Range: -58°F to 122°F (-50 to 50°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from 0° to 120°F (±1°C from -18°C to 49°C)

Non-Contact Infrared Thermometer, Lightweight, Easy-Grip, Battery Powered
Temperature Range: -58°F to 986°F (-50°C to 530°C)
Accuracy: ±2% of Reading or 2°C, Whichever is Greater

D182 Infrared Thermometer $60

Non-Contact Infrared Thermometer
Lightweight, Easy-Grip. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -67°F to 536°F (-55 to 280°C)
Accuracy: ±1°F from 32°F to 150°F (±0.6C from 0°C to 66°C)

D186 Infrared Thermometer $149

Instant Temperature Data, No-Slip Silicone Cover, Battery Powered
Temperature Range: -200°F to 1999°F (-128°C to 1093°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -22°F to 122°F (±1C from -30°C to 50°C)

TC700 Touchscreen Handheld Indicator $299

Instant Temperature/Humidity Data, No-Slip Silicone Cover, Battery Powered
Humidity Range: 0 to 95% RH (non-condensing)
Temperature Range: -40°F to 185°F, (-40°C to 85°C)
Accuracy: ±0.8°F from 20°F to 122°F (±0.45°C from -6°C to 50°C)

TH700 Touchscreen Handheld Indicator $299

MM120

D182

TC700

HT350

HT300

TH700

D186

MM125

INDICATORS No software required

HIGH TEMP Compatible with DicksonWare 2.0

1-Probe Vaccine Alarm Thermometer, Battery Powered
Temperature Range: -50°F to 122°F (-50°C to 50°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from 0° to 122°F (±1°C from -18°C to 50°C)

MM120 Vaccine Alarm Thermometer $55

MM125 Vaccine Alarm Thermometer $66
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REPLACEABLE SENSORS™

REPLACEABLE SENSORS (PATENT PENDING)

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE

Measurement Range: ± 2 inches H₂O
Accuracy: ±0.06 inches H₂O

Measurement Range: ± 0.5 inches H₂O
Accuracy: ±0.015 inches H₂O

Temperature Range: -40°F to 185°F (-40°C to 85°C)
Temperature Accuracy: ±0.8°F from 20°F to 120°F (±0.44°C from -6°C to 48°C)
Humidity Accuracy: ±-2% RH from 5.0 to 95% RH

RTRH Temperature and Humidity Sensor

Now, you have the option to calibrate the sensor as opposed to the unit. 
By splitting up the sensor from the data logger and chart recorder, we’ve 
created a plug-and-play device that will keep you in compliance and save 
you time and resources.

We’ve expanded our catalog to include diff erential pressure monitoring 
with a new sensor for DicksonOne. Get data delivered to DicksonOne 
with programmable alerts via text, call, or email to let you know when 
your pressure is out of control.

RKTC2RKTC

Temperature Range: -300°F to 2000°F (-184°C to 1093°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -22°F to 122°F (±1°C from -30°C to 50°C)

RKTC/RKTC2 Single/Dual K-Thermocouple Temperature Sensor $110

Cable Length: 6ft (182cm)
Temperature Range: -148°F to 350°F (-100°C to 176°C)
Accuracy: ±0.5°F from -148°F to 350°F (±0.3°C from -100°C to 176°C)

RRTD Platinum Temperature Sensor $225

Temperature Range: -58°F to 158°F (-50°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±0.9°F from -58°F to 68°F (±0.5°C from -58°C to 20°C)

RTHM/RTHM2 Single/Dual Glycol Thermistor Sensor $110

$110

RS080 Diff erential Pressure Sensor (2”) $149

RS081 Diff erential Pressure Sensor (0.5”) $149

RRTD

RTRH

RTHM RTHM2

RS080, RS081

ZERO DOWN TIME
Take the old sensor off . Put 
the new sensor on. It’s that 
simple.

COMPLIANT
Sensors come with your 
choice of NIST or A2LA 
calibration certifi cates.

COST-EFFECTIVE
Backup units are no longer 
needed. Pay for a sensor, 
not an extra device.

Note: Replaceable sensors for 
DSB and chart recorders have 
diff erent part numbers

PATENT PENDING
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CHART RECORDERS

8” CHART RECORDERS

KT856 $845
8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable Sensor, AC Power 
(Battery Back-Up), Display, Alarm, and Relays; Range Based on Chart

KT8P0
8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable Sensor 
and Battery Operation; Range Based on Chart

$485

KT8P2
8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable Sensor, 
AC Power (Battery Back-Up), and Display; Range Based on Chart

$545

KT8P3 $660
8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable Sensor, 
AC Power (Battery Back-Up), Display, and Alarm; Range Based on Chart

TH8P0
8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder with 
Battery Operation and Replaceable Sensor; 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

$569

TH8P2
8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder 
with Display and Replaceable Sensor; Range Based on Chart

$660

TH8P3 $789
8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder 
with Display, Alarm, and Replaceable Sensor; Range Based on Chart

TH8P5 $845
8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder with 
Display, Alarm, Relays, and Replaceable Sensor; Range Based on Chart

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-100 PSI, 7-Day

PW860 $729

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-100 PSI, 24-Hr
PW861 $729

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-200 PSI, 7-Day

PW864 $729

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-1000 PSI, 24-Hr

PW875 $865

Temperature

Temperature & Humidity

Pressure

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-200 PSI, 24-Hr

PW865
$729

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-300 PSI, 7-Day

PW866 $729

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-300 PSI, 24-Hr

PW867 $729

Don’t forget to reorder charts for your recorders before they run out, and always make sure to have extra pens on hand in 
case their ink runs dry. Visit DicksonData.com/charts or call 630.563.4218 to reorder today! 

CHARTS & PENS

KT8P2

TH8P3

PW860
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6” CHART RECORDERS

4” CHART RECORDERS

3” CHART RECORDERS

Temperature

Temperature

Temperature

Temperature & Humidity

Pressure

KT6P1
6” (152mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable Sensors; 
Range Based on Chart

$429

KT6P2
6” (152mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Probe, Display, 
and Replaceable Sensors; Range Based on Chart

$545

KT6P5 $695
6” (152mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Probe, Display, Alarms, 
Relay, and Replaceable Sensors; Range Based on Chart

$279SL4100
4” (101mm) Portable, Battery Operated Temperature Chart Recorder 
with Display, 0°F to 100°F (-18°C to 37°C)

$279SL4350
4” (101mm) Portable, Battery Operated Temperature Chart Recorder 
with Display, -22°F to 122°F (-30°C to 50°C)

SC367
3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, -14°F to 32°F (-25C to 0°C)

$279

TH6P1
6” (152mm) Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder with Replaceable 
Sensors, 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

$569

TH6P2
6” (152mm) Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder with Probe, 
Display and Replaceable Sensors, 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

$660

TH6P3
6” (152mm) Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder with Alarms, 
Probe, Display and Replaceable Sensors, 0°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

$789

PW470
4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-100 PSI, 7-Day or 24-Hr

$524

PW474
4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-200 PSI, 7-Day or 24-Hr

$524

PW476
4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-300 PSI, 7-Day or 24-Hr

$524

PW479
4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-500 PSI, 24-Hr

$524

SC377 $279
3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 4°F to 50°F (-15°C to 10°C)

SC386 $279
3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 22°F to 68°F (-5°C to 20°C)

SC387 $279
3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 50°F to 96°F (10°C to 35°C)

SC397 $279
3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 76°F to 122°F (25°C to 50°C)

KT6P2

SL4100

PW470

SC387
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INSIGHTS

The Increasing Demand For 
Advanced Patient Temperature 
Monitoring 
BY GEORGE SORENSEN

VITAL 

DATA 
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T
emperature 
monitoring is 
important in 
your warehouses, 
refrigerators, clean 
rooms, and other highly 
regulated environments 

to make sure that you are staying fully 
compliant. Monitoring temperature 
is also important for people and 
patients to make sure that their 
bodies are functioning correctly. As 
people become more aware of their 
health and the demand for more data 
increases, the patient temperature 
monitoring market is expected to grow 
quickly in the coming years. 

Devices in the patient temperature 
monitoring market can be broken up 
into two main categories: invasive 
and noninvasive. Invasive consists 
of the nasopharynx, urinary bladder, 

esophageal, and rectal. Noninvasive 
consists of skin, tympanic membrane, 
and oral. Noninvasive devices are 
expected to see the most growth 
in the coming years and within the 
noninvasive category, handheld 
devices are expected to make up a 
large share of that growth. 

Noninvasive is seeing the most 
potential and growth in part because of 
the opportunity to create a larger data 
set of a patient’s vital signs. Doctors, 
surgeons, and other caregivers are 
seeing that a more in-depth patient 
profile can be created if they are 
monitored 24/7 even after they leave 
the caregiver. Noninvasive monitoring 
devices can continue monitoring after 
they are released from care and send 
that data directly to the doctor or 
caregiver. This data can help create a 
more accurate patient profile and assist 
in aftercare and diagnoses. 

In 2018 the patient temperature 
monitoring market was expected to 
reach 2.55 billion dollars. By 2023 
the market is projected to reach 3.21 
billion at a compound annual growth 
rate of 4.7%  between 2018 to 2023. 
There are numerous factors that are 
aiding in the forecast of this industry 
including a growing pediatric and 
geriatric population, growing risk of 
infectious diseases, and an increase in 
surgical procedures. Because of the 
range of factors that are expected to 
help this market grow both end users 
and hospitals will be creating much of 
the demand for monitoring devices. 
As the number of surgical procedures 
increases and patient population 
continues to grow, hospitals will 
require greater technology. D
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Client: A&K Pizza Crust

Goal: The goal for this customer was to determine the 
ideal environment for each stage of the pizza crust 
production process.

Reasons: Prior to the installation of their new system, 
they were having trouble controlling the flow of 
production because quality was inconsistent day-by-
day and shift-by-shift.

Capabilities: Thanks to Dickson and the DicksonOne 
monitoring system, the A&K Pizza Crust team was able 
to verify that temperature and humidity levels were 
rising and falling throughout each day. Once they were 
able to identify the best temperature and humidity 
conditions for their product, they were able to adjust 
the levels throughout the day based on the data in 
DicksonOne. They can now look at historical data to 
further refine the standard for ideal conditions.

Results: Using the DicksonOne system to monitor 
temperature and humidity levels throughout the 
day led to a reduction in defective product for the 
company. Plus, the ability to alert the appropriate 
personnel via phone, text, or email allows for a quick 
response to any excursions that occur. Lastly, the 
QA Manager is able to receive monthly reports with 
a summary of the data giving A&K Pizza Crust new 
confidence in their overall manufacturing process.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
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With the DicksonOne mobile app, you can 
instantly access all of your data and location 
information in the cloud.

Anywhere. Anytime.
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Differential Pressure Sensors 
are now available for use with our 
cloud-based monitoring system. 
Get data delivered to DicksonOne 
with programmable alerts via 
text, call, or email to let you know 
when your pressure is out of 
control. 

Available in ½” and 2” models.

For more information, visit DicksonData.com or call 
630.563.4218 to speak with a product expert today.

630.543.0498


